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Category: Culottes
Color: Violet
Fabric: Cady
Price: 0.07
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Category: Patterned Top
Color: Grey
Fabric: Matte Jersey
Price: 0.05
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Category: Drop Sleeve
Color: Red
Fabric: Fluid
Price: 0.08
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Figure 1. Examples of different products that have been sold in the shop SHOP11 during the AW19 season. The figure reports (from left
to right): the product’s image; textual tags; sales time series; restocking information; inventory time series; and discount time series.

1. Outline of this Supplementary Material
The main paper discusses two contributions: 1) the novel

Visuelle 2.0 dataset and 2) the advantage of utilising a
multi-modal approach for short-observation new product
forecasting (SO-fore). This supplementary material adds to
each one of these main topics, as follows:
The Visuelle 2.0 dataset The following topics will be faced
in Sec. 2:

• How Visuelle 2.0 compares with respect to the current
datasets of forecasting for fast-fashion, exploring the
literature of time-series forecasting and computer vi-
sion in this area (Sec.2.1);

• A showcase of the data contained in Visuelle 2.0, in-
cluding examples of products, the associated time se-
ries data, image data and the text data. An excerpt

of these data is reported in Fig. 1. Subsequently, we
will show some examples of exogenous data i.e., the
Google Trends associated to a given product, and the
weather reports associated to a given shop; finally, cus-
tomer purchase data will be presented (Sec. 2.2);

• A list of possible challenges that can be studied on Vi-
suelle 2.0 will be presented, and specifically: more
tasks related to new product short observation fore-
casting; the new product demand forecasting; the
product recommentation (Sec. 2.3).

The SO-fore problem In Sec.3, the Cross-Attention RNN
will be detailed, with a graphical representation that illus-
trates its components (Sec. 3.1).
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2. The Visuelle 2.0 dataset
2.1. Datasets for forecasting in fast fashion

The Visuelle 2.0 dataset can be related to two scientific
fields: 1) the one of forecasting for (fast) fashion [7, 17,
25], with particular emphasis on those works that exploit
deep learning techniques [8, 15]; 2) the recent field at the
intersection between computer vision and fashion [6], with
special emphasis on the task of popularity prediction and
fashion forecasting. In both cases, Visuelle 2.0 innovates
for specific reasons which will be detailed in the following,
in two separate sections. In both the cases, Visuelle 2.0 has
an unprecedented richness of data which other datasets do
not possess, such as customer purchase information, and the
different exogenous data.

Forecasting for (fast) fashion The most used forecasting
techniques for fast fashion incorporate classical ARIMA,
SARIMA, exponential smoothing [5], regression [18], Box
& Jenkins [4] and Holt Winters [28], as reported in the
recent review of [15]; machine learning approaches (deci-
sion trees, random forests, SVMs, neural networks) are at
their infancy on this topic and most importantly they are not
considering multi-modal data, but only time-series. This
has naturally created an abundance of datasets for time-
series analysis for sale forecasting [20] and demand fore-
casting [19], and the absence of datasets with images in-
cluded, which we are filling with Visuelle 2.0. As a no-
table exception, the work of [8] proposes a set of techniques
for demand forecasting, in which images are taken into ac-
count by an Attention-based RNN framework, which we
also utilise for SO-fore as explained in Sec. 3.1. Unfortu-
nately, the dataset on which they perform their experiments
is not publicly available, while Visuelle 2.0 will be made
publicly available.

Intersection between computer vision and fashion The
peculiarity of this field is the exploration of multi-modal
data (images, text, time-series) for prediction tasks. In gen-
eral, computer vision approaches have been considered for
the task of popularity prediction or fashion forecasting [6]
In both the cases, the ground truth signal is built on top the
public ratings obtained on online platforms such as Chic-
topia.com [22,29], Lookbook.nu [14]or Amazon [1], which
consider outfits [14, 22, 22, 29], or several outfits exhibiting
the same style [1]: an outfit or a style is popular if it receives
a high rating in terms of number of “likes” or “stars”. In the
case of Visuelle 2.0, we can assume that a product is more
popular than others of the same category, if in the same sea-
son, it has sold more. In this setup, our dataset allows to
be more fine-grained, since one can predict the popularity,
in terms of sales, of a single product. Also, Visuelle 2.0
represents the very first dataset which permits multi-modal

analysis on the data of a real fast fashion company, mean-
ing that approaches which succeed on this benchmark can
be directly applicable on the fast fashion market.

2.2. Visuelle 2.0: a showcase

Example of products In Sec.2 of the main paper we have
given some statistics about the products which are in the
Visuelle 2.0 dataset. Here we will give some qualitative ex-
amples of their image data, text attributes and associated
time series: product sales, inventory position, Restock flag,
and discount, the latter omitted in the main paper due to
the lack of space. Formally, following the notation of the
main paper, given a product i at a retail store r, we refer
to its discount signal as D(i, r, t) where t refers to the t-th
week of market delivery, with i = 1, ..., N , r = 1, ..., L and
t = 1, ...,K. The discount signal is expressed as a percent-
age, describing how much a particular item is discounted;
for example, D(i, r, t) = 20 indicates that the initial price
defined for a product i in the retail store r was discounted
by a 20% at time t. Fig. 1 showcases all of these data for
three products of season AW19. Other figures can be found
at the end of this additional material, reporting products of
other seasons (Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).
Exogenous data Exogenous data is often neglected as a re-
source within datasets, especially in forecasting. This is
due to their nature, since they are, by definition, coming
from an external phenomenon that is not directly related
with the data being analysed. Nevertheless, adding exoge-
nous variables such as weather data [3, 24] or popularity
data [21, 23] to forecasting models has proven extremely
beneficial in terms of forecasting performance. For this rea-
son, we provide in Visuelle 2.0 multivariate exogenous data
both for the weather and popularity, in the form of detailed
weather reports (Fig. 2) and Google Trends (Fig. 3). An
more profound explanation for both examples is provided
in the respective captions.
Customer purchase data Quoting Sec.2 and Fig.6 of the
main paper, among the 667086 total registered users of
Nuna Lie, 6k users have bought continuously a total of 25
products over 4 seasons. In Fig. 4 we have a random ex-
cerpt of 10 of these users, with a random subset of 9 pur-
chased items each (no cherry picking); in many cases, per-
sonal styles do emerge, showing systematic preferences on
diverse attributes, as written in the caption of the figure.

2.3. Challenges on Visuelle 2.0

In this paper, we explored the problem of short-
observation forecasting on Visuelle 2.0, with the precise
focus of showing the benefit of the image data on this
task. Obviously, we are far from saturating the perfor-
mance, encouraging further improvements. These could
be provided by diverse techniques (exploiting LSTM or
transformer-based architectures), or including additional



Figure 2. Excerpt of exogenous weather data (humidity and max-
imum temperature) for three major Italian municipalities: Milan,
Turin and Rome. Humidity in these areas tends to be negatively
correlated with maximum temperature. Rome tends to be much
hotter than Milan and Turin throughout the year. An interesting
observation which can prove beneficial to forecasting is the sea-
sonal nature of weather phenomena, which can induce information
as to which clothing products may sell more in a particular period.

exogenous data, available in Visuelle 2.0. Google Trends
and weather reports, in fact, are signals which have been
shown elsewhere to be predictive [3, 21, 23, 24], so this
should be a natural next step.

Other challenges which can be experimented on Visuelle
2.0 are listed in the following.

• Demand forecasting. Forecasting demand is a cru-
cial issue for driving efficient operations man-
agement plans [10, 17, 26]. This is espe-
cially the case in the fast fashion industry, where de-
mand uncertainty, lack of historical data, vari-
able ultra-fast life-cycle of a product and sea-
sonal trends usually coexist [13, 16]. In rough terms
demand forecasting outputs the amount of goods to
buy from the suppliers. This amount is then distributed
among the different retailers, with the aim of avoiding
zero-stocks or excessive unsold inventory. In this
paper we show a glimpse of demand forecasting on
Visuelle 2.0, at the level of single shop (i.e. predicting
how much a single shop will need during the next
season), adopting the recent RNN-based approach
of [8] on time series and time series + image. In [23]
we report some results on the aggregated signal in

the old Visuelle dataset; it is worth remembering that
in that case the signal about the single shops was
missing, less products were available, and the only
important result was to show how Google Trends
data are beneficial. In this case, a deep analysis on
demand forecasting on Visuelle 2.0 needs to be carried
out, including discounts and exogenous signals like
weather reports (Fig. 2) and Google Trends (Fig. 3).

• Product recommendation. An important feature of
Visuelle 2.0 is the presence of customer purchase data;
667086 customers have bought along 8 seasons a to-
tal amount of 3253876 items, which cover a consis-
tent percentage (84%) of the total purchases collected
within the dataset. A graphical representation of these
data is reported in Fig. 4, where it is visible that some
users have marked preferences.

Product recommendation on these data would consist
in defining a particular time index trec, when the his-
torical data of all the past purchases (older than trec)
of all the customers will be taken into account. There-
fore, two types of inferences will be possible: 1) to
suggest which product (or category, or attribute) zk a
specific customer ui could be interested in; a positive
match will be in the case of an effective purchase of zk
(or some item which is in the category zk or that ex-
presses the attribute zk) by ui after time trec; 2) same
as before, but including a specific time interval Tbuy
within which the customer will buy. In practice, a pos-
itive match will be in the case of an effective purchase
of zk (or some item which is in the category zk or that
expresses the attribute zk) by ui in the time interval
]trec, trec + Tbuy]. In general, product recommendation
can be carried out by standard collaborative-filtering
based techniques, but also considering recommenda-
tion as an instance of forecasting [9,12] and viceversa:
this interplay could be certaintly explored with the Vi-
suelle 2.0 dataset.

3. The SO-fore problem

3.1. Cross-Attention RNN

The Cross-Attention RNN [8], can be described as an
autoregressive, sequence-to-sequence neural network that
tries to understand the different, non-linear relationships in
the various data modalities and then perform predictions
by understanding which part of the data is most important
for the forecasting task. The attention modules constitute a
large part of the model and are exactly as in [2], where at
each decoding step we try to attend to the encoder features
based on the current decoder hidden state.



Category: Long sleeve

Color: Black

Fabric: Acrylic

Category: Miniskirt

Color: Blue

Fabric: Light jeans

Figure 3. Example of the exogenous Google Trends data available in Visuelle 2.0 for two completely different products. The signals can
have regular trend and seasonality (left) or be stationary and seem noisy (right). This can prove helpful for forecasting models, because it
allows to understand both global and cyclical popularity and therefore anticipate sales.

Figure 5. A visual description of the Cross-Attention RNN model,
the neural network architecture used in our SO-fore experiments.
Taken from [8].

The encoder starts by embedding each input modality
into a common feature space RD. The input observation
sales (time series) are first passed through an additional self-
attention layer [27], differently from the original work in [8]
and then projected through a fully connected layer. This
helps filter out initial noise from past sales observations.
The image and textual tags are embedded processed using
a ResNet-101 [11] and learnable embedding layers respec-
tively. The temporal features extracted from the product’s
release date are also embedded using learnable embedding
layers.

Cross-attention RNN works, by default, in an autoregres-
sive manner, therefore at each decoding step three different
additive attention modules are applied. These modules al-
low the decoder hidden state to attend to the time series em-
bedding, the image embedding and most importantly to the
concatenated, multi-modal embedding. A residual learning
approach [11] is applied to allow the network to scale bet-
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Figure 4. A random sampling of users/ purchases. Personal styles do emerge: users 1 and 10 have no trousers in their logs, user 6 has
bought almost short sleeves and no trousers, while user 7 seems to prefer long sleeves and several trousers; user 10 has a marked preference
for light yellow-grayish colors.

ter with the number of hidden layers and also learn to ignore
null contributions from the attention mechanism. After each
decoding step, the GRU hidden state is updated based on the
last processed input. After performing a prediction based
on the GRU hidden state, we concatenate that prediction to
the decoder input features and recurrently perform all these
operation until the desired output length is reached. For ex-
tensive details on the architecture, we refer to [8].

The model is trained with a batch size of 128 and MSE
(Mean Squared Error) loss function, using the Adafactor
optimizer, on two NVIDIA RTX TITAN GPUs. During
training, we apply dropout after each embedding module
and also apply teacher forcing at random with a probability
ptf = 0.5.



Category: Long Sleeve
Color: Yellow
Fabric: Nice
Price: 0.09
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Category: Trapeze Dress
Color: Green
Fabric: Scuba Crepe
Price: 0.09
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Category: Long Dress
Color: Red
Fabric: Silky Satin
Price: 0.13
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Figure 6. Examples of different products that have been sold in the shop SHOP3 during the SS17 season. The figure reports (from left to
right): the product’s image; textual tags; sales time series; restocking information; inventory time series; and discount time series.

Category: Long Sleeve
Color: Black
Fabric: Faux Leather
Price: 0.11
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Category: Long Sleeve
Color: Blue
Fabric: Cotton
Price: 0.05
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Category: Culottes
Color: Red
Fabric: Cady
Price: 0.1
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Figure 7. Examples of different products that have been sold in the shop SHOP28 during the AW17 season. The figure reports (from left
to right): the product’s image; textual tags; sales time series; restocking information; inventory time series; and discount time series.



Category: Doll Dress
Color: Brown
Fabric: Scuba Crepe
Price: 0.09
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Category: Printed Shirt
Color: White
Fabric: Matte Jersey
Price: 0.05
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Category: Sleeveless
Color: Red
Fabric: Silky Satin
Price: 0.05
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Figure 8. Examples of different products that have been sold in the shop SHOP51 during the SS18 season. The figure reports (from left to
right): the product’s image; textual tags; sales time series; restocking information; inventory time series; and discount time series.
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